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+16043369388 - https://newmandarin.ca

A comprehensive menu of New Mandarin Seafood from Vancouver covering all 17 menus and drinks can be
found here on the food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact

details provided on the website. What User likes about New Mandarin Seafood:
This is my favourite go-to place for authentic Cantonese cuisine. The service is stellar and the food is good.

Portions a pretty decent and prices are reasonable. We really like the seafood here. We’ve had dim sum here
before and it’s pretty good too. They do the fancy pretty dim sum. Think swans, pigs and animal buns. Will for
sure keep kids entertained.Some things to note: They do charge for take-out containers. So... read more. The
restaurant is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physical disabilities, and there is
free WLAN. If the weather conditions are right, you can also eat outside. What User doesn't like about New

Mandarin Seafood:
Not really..too busy, poor service, vip room air circulation poor, I will not suggest to friends, over price, owner

doesn't know how to train server to communicate with customer in a professional way (staffs argue with customer
in front of others customers very unprofessional in a high end service business. read more. New Mandarin
Seafood The groundbreaking Asian fusion cuisine will thrill you, the exquisite mix of traditional dishes and

exciting new creations will amaze!, On the daily specials there are also several Asian meals. Also, they provide
you flavorful seafood meals, Many customers are particularly looking forward to the experience of versatile,

delicious Chinese cuisine.
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Appet�er�
FRIED SHRIMP

Soup�
HOT SOUR SOUP

�tra�
WASABI
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SALMON ROLL
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PRAWN
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SOUP

NOODLES

DESSERTS

Ingredient� Use�
SEAFOOD

BEEF

EGG

SCALLOP

PRAWNS

PORK MEAT

DUCK

SHRIMP

SCALLOPS
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